Executive Summary

Why did France fail in Mali? French President Emmanuel Macron’s decision to withdraw his country’s remaining troops from Mali in August 2022 followed a nearly decade-long military mission to combat jihadist insurgents, particularly in the country’s north. France’s failure reflected an inability to define clear and achievable counterterrorism objectives during Operation Barkhane, misaligned public opinion and relations within France and Mali, and indecision among senior policymakers regarding the political status of Sahelian governments. France missed a clear window to withdraw from Mali in early 2021 amidst a possible negotiated settlement between Mali’s then-democratic government and Jamaa’t Nusra’t al-Islam wal Muslimin (JNIM), an affiliate of Al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) in Mali and the Sahel region. Had France seized this opportunity, Paris could have overcome the “mission creep” of Barkhane, an operation lacking clear strategic outcomes or conditions of victory, and concluded the operation successfully, giving the government a badly needed “win” in Africa.

The window for a “clean” withdrawal closed with the arrival of Wagner Group mercenaries in Mali in December 2021. Russian mercenaries advanced with few means and without a fight, and France was left with a choice between taking a military stand against Wagner and the consecutive junta governments or accepting a withdrawal and a harsh foreign policy defeat. In the end, France chose to abandon its costly, decade-long engagement in Mali (the operation cost France almost €1 billion in 2020, or 76 percent of military expenditures for operations at home and abroad). Many will perceive this about-face as a failure to contain jihadi groups, which have continued spreading in the Sahel region, as a failure to protect Sahelian...
civilians from terrorism, and as ceding influence to Russia, which is using Wagner’s political success in Mali as a driver of influence elsewhere in west Africa.\textsuperscript{2,3}

\textbf{Serval Success, Barkhane Bane}

\textit{Operation Serval} – a limited French counterterrorism operation borne out of a request for aid from the previous Malian government in 2013 – proved successful due to its clearly articulated set of military objectives.\textsuperscript{4,5} The operation aimed to drive jihadist groups, including AQIM, Ansar Dine, and the Movement for Unity and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO), out of central Mali and their strongholds in the north and northeast of the country. To explain Serval’s success, experts pointed to high-level political will, surgical use of special forces and air strikes, and strong use of local forces and knowledge of the jihadist groups’ weak points. The operation capitalized on the enemy groups’ tendency to be flushed out of hiding by patrols, where they were exposed to air and artillery attacks.\textsuperscript{6} Indeed, this operation was successful because “France avoided a quagmire and a unilateral commitment by formulating an exit strategy that included a progressive withdrawal that would occur simultaneously with the transfer of responsibility for security and stabilization to a UN-sponsored peacekeeping force.”\textsuperscript{7}

France’s victory was a much needed public relations win for Paris, particularly after the fallout from its failure to broker peace or establish a stable government following the death of Muammar Gaddafi in Libya.\textsuperscript{8} This victory also was useful for France at a time when it was being accused of neocolonialism while fighting an
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insurgency. Serval successfully achieved another objective, as well, defending central Mali from being overrun by Al-Qaida. France appeared successful because it defended Bamako and central Mali, although jihadist objectives did not in fact extend as far as Bamako. As such, Serval was politically successful — it protected the Malian government and capital from being overrun by jihadist groups, while also pushing back jihadi strongholds in northern Mali all the way to the Algerian border.

Barkhane stood in stark contrast to Serval in terms of clear objectives. France aimed to create a global approach to security in the Sahel that would eventually allow Sahelian states to maintain their security autonomously. Barkhane’s “global” nature rested primarily on European partners — such as Sweden, Estonia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Spain, and the United Kingdom — and expanded Serval’s operational scope to the Sahel region, integrating concerned African countries. Like the U.S. counterterror campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan, this operation included many partners, but lacked an achievable game plan and an efficient cooperation mechanism. The establishment of Barkhane also provided critical support to the United Nations mission, MINUSMA, by focusing on counterterrorism, which was not one of the latter’s mandated roles. One of the primary challenges for Barkhane was target selection. Instead of attempting to conquer territory or defeat an ideology, counterterror campaigns in the style of the War on Terror aim to fight a tactic, a *modus operandi*, or an act of terrorism. This strips away the political aims from a group, leaving potential outcomes unresolved. Meanwhile, Barkhane’s jihadist opponents had both a clear objective (building an Islamic Emirate) and a means (fighting to the death).
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Islamic State (IS) are engaged in a global power struggle. Indeed, AQIM’s fear of losing territory to IS in the Sahel (and elsewhere) has encouraged them to keep fighting. All of these factors meant that France and its allies were politically unprepared for a war of attrition with jihadist groups in the Sahel, while their opponents were prepared to commit to this type of long-term operation.

A wide variety of challenges inhibit democratic states like France, the United Kingdom, and the United States when intervening and identifying appropriate long-term goals in challenging counterinsurgency environments like the Sahel. Should they pursue national or regional stability, prioritize the prevention of attacks on home soil, promote democracy, strengthen local governance, advocate for gender equality, or work toward other similar goals? These wide-ranging objectives contribute to discontinuity and are confused by an inability, or a struggle at the very least, to establish long-term foreign policy strategy due to the perception of political impatience, changes in public opinion, and leadership turnover in many Western democracies.

On the other hand, authoritarian governments like Russia can maintain continuous foreign policy strategies and approaches without worrying about liberal democratic norms, human rights violations, or issues related to partnering with governments that came to power through coups. China, which has favored partnerships in Africa based on economic aid and infrastructure development rather than Russia’s more militarized strategy throughout the continent, also benefits from unilateral foreign policy approaches. Western goals in Africa are almost unlimited in scope, while Russia and China pursue lower-cost and shorter-term goals.

In Mali, Operation Barkhane ran into a host of issues on the ground. Although French forces took limited casualties, Malian and French authorities failed to capitalize on forward advances by instituting civilian integration into civil society and government. Civil administration and services were not efficiently restarted in

recaptured towns, demonstrating a limited capacity to accomplish long-term counterinsurgency objectives like building local governance and capacity to resist insurgent recruitment and occupation. Instead, AQIM and IS retook villages and killed supposed “collaborators” with relative ease, creating a cycle of fear toward government occupation. Meanwhile, Barkhane’s paramilitary partners were not fully reliable. In particular, historically-marginalized ethnic Tuareg groups often had their own scores to settle, complicating the peacemaking and normalization process and further hardening already stark ethnic divisions.22,23 Accordingly, Barkhane sacrificed more elusive strategic success for minor tactical victories that proved fleeting.

All these common failures wrought by Barkhane and Bamako allowed consecutive Malian governments to capitalize on a growing anti-French sentiment and pin their own failures on Paris. The Kremlin leveraged this disconnect, albeit with Malian junta support. Kremlin-backed social media accounts pushed anti-French, pro-Russian, and pro-junta narratives across Facebook, while Malian civil society groups such as “Yerewolo Debout sur les Remparts” promoted similar narratives with Russian backing.24 Meanwhile, a Russian media organization currently under U.S. sanctions and owned by Wagner-affiliate Maxim Shugaley published a poll purporting to show that 87% of Malians favor their government’s relationship with the Wagner Group.25 These operations led to massive street demonstrations in Bamako against France and its “neocolonialism.” Despite Yevgeny Prigozhin’s venture towards Moscow and alleged exile to Belarus, Wagner’s business model will survive through future iterations of the company or other Russian private military companies, which will follow Wagner’s attractive overseas blueprint.

Although these Russian disinformation campaigns were successful in their own right, they and the subsequent Russian-backed Wagner Group intervention reflected long-standing grievances against the former colonial power.26 In particular, Malians found it difficult to believe that “mighty” countries like France

and the United States could fail to root out terror over a ten-year campaign. Further, they often did not appreciate that the benefits of cutting-edge military technology like drones were limited in such a multi-dimensional campaign. While drones can hit specific targets over vast distances, they cannot secure thousands of square kilometers of land twenty-four hours a day. Meanwhile, the French government misjudged the correct time to withdraw from Mali. Paris failed to understand the war of optics accompanying its counterinsurgency campaign; defeating, or at least subduing, insurgencies and maintaining Malian popular support should have been dual priorities. A withdrawal before Wagner’s arrival would have met both priorities, when France could have more successfully exploited political opportunities and framed the narrative of the withdrawal as a choice, and a success, rather than leave it to appear as a failure highlighted by Wagner’s aggressive short-term tactics.

The Missed Moment

Despite the numerous issues of Operation Barkhane, France still had a brief window of opportunity to withdraw from Mali on its own terms, while also being able to claim some measured success: a strategic victory that forced jihadist groups to come to the negotiating table with the central government. Two dates stand out as possible exit points that would have served France better: March 2020 and January 2021. On February 10, 2020, Malian President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita admitted
that he had initiated talks with AQIM senior leaders.27,28 France could have chosen to accept negotiations as a chance to move toward a withdrawal. However, in a flagrant violation of Mali’s sovereignty and the political conclusions of the “Inclusive National Dialogue,” France overruled Keita and blocked this action on the basis that he should not negotiate with terrorists.29,30,31

In January 2021, JNIM issued a communique stating that its ongoing war with France would not occur on French soil.32,33 Six months later, the new head of AQIM, Abu Ubaida Yussef al-Aanabi, stressed in his first audio message that French soil was never targeted from Mali.34 In response to a direct question about attacks on French soil, Aanabi noted that “Western leaders are arrogant and they do not want to admit that our goals are regional.”35 This comes in contradiction to his own words in 2019, when he stated that “it is [Al-Qaida’s] legitimate right to target France whenever and wherever they like.”36 This reversal reflected the new strategic landscape in Mali and the Sahel, but also demonstrated that French military
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pressure could have potentially brought JNIM to the negotiating table. Instead, France refused to capitalize on its diplomatic and military opportunity to show the meaningful role played by French forces, secure in the knowledge that the homeland was free from the threat of attacks. This was a clear “sliding-doors” moment of missed opportunities; if France had defined its strategic goals in Mali as preventing jihadist attacks on French soil, its mission would have been accomplished.

At these critical junctures, Macron and the French government could have pulled an unlikely political victory from a potentially unwinnable conflict. Had France spun either event as a result of the pressure its counterinsurgency campaigns had put on AQIM, France could have withdrawn on its own terms while enjoying a public affairs victory. Research and practice have shown that poor local governance, combined with economic and ethnic grievances, frequently fuels insurgencies, as continues to be the case in Mali. However, through its intransigence, its seeming disregard for Malian sovereignty, and its late August 2022 exit, France demonstrated that it did not put democracy, civil society promotion, or even strategic military achievements first. Instead, Paris waited more than two years and endured two coups in Mali before reaching this decision, by all appearances under Wagner Group duress.

This failure speaks to a misalignment of strategic goals and democratic norms. French politicians appeared to be of two minds — fighting for Malian democracy and maintaining French influence. In Mali’s case, France’s indecision on such goals damaged Paris’ foreign policy reputation and image, as occurred the U.S. government over its Afghanistan operation. A similar situation occurred in Burkina Faso, where another junta government, dissatisfied with Operation Barkhane, pushed the French mission out of the country. Other African countries may face a similar fate in the future.

Considering that President Macron announced the end of Operation Barkhane in June 2021, why did France slow-roll its withdrawal from Mali? The campaign was unpopular in French society, with 51 percent of French citizens opposing Barkhane
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in January 2021. Still, the French government cited domestic public opinion, particularly the perception of Islamist threats to French territory and citizens, to justify delaying its withdrawal. This reflected justified fears of Islamic State threats in this region of the Sahel and an inability to consider JNIM’s limited goals and interest in negotiation, which should have been a workable basis for the government. Instead, by waiting until late 2022 to remove the last French units from Operation Barkhane, President Macron allowed the Russian state-supported Wagner Group to claim a public relations victory over France.

Lessons Learned

What lessons can France and the West learn from the breakdown in relations with Mali? Most painfully, the West still has a way to go in understanding the drivers of terrorism, which has been a means rather than an end for local or global jihad. Terrorist groups pursue long-term socio-political change through the means available to them, not only including terrorism and violence, but also negotiation and changes to governance. Many in the West do not understand the grievances and security needs that drive populations toward supporting or joining jihadist movements, despite nearly 20 years of investment by many Western states in the “Global War on Terror.”

Paris must draw a line between tackling domestic terrorist threats and its decade-old interventions in the Sahel.

In the same vein, Western leaders must critically re-evaluate their expectations and definitions of success in counterterrorism or counterinsurgency campaigns. France’s failure in Mali stemmed from Barkhane’s lack of clear objectives, which starkly contrasted the successful and limited scope of Serval. “Defeating terrorism” is an unreasonable and undefinable objective, as combating a tactic is akin to wringing water from a stone. For proof, one need look no further than Iraq and Afghanistan. Instead, clear and obvious measures of success – such as limiting civilian casualties, bringing jihadist groups to the negotiating table, and fostering local support for security forces – are essential in such campaigns.

Western political leaders also cannot forget about the non-military elements of these campaigns, as strengthening local civil society and governance, administration, and

public works are the bulwarks necessary to block the waves of grievances propelling communities toward extremist groups.\textsuperscript{46,47}

For the Sahel region, the ongoing war between IS and JNIM is a game changer. Local populations are being forced to choose between those two players, meaning that demobilization and disengagement in the near future is unlikely. Historical ethnic fractures are becoming more and more ideological, as seen in recent intra-jihadi battles in Ansongo among primarily Fulani forces. This political landscape is ever moving and evolving, meaning that advocated “solutions” can quickly be rendered obsolete.

If Western democratic countries were still operating within twentieth century models of influence – “Francafrique” for France and Cold War “anti-communism” for the United States – and demonstrating little regard for human rights or democracy, most of the juntas and autocratic regimes in Africa would side with the West. This approach would admit the limits of democratic political change and state building. Yet such an approach is extremely unlikely given Western commitments to democratic principles and values enshrined in several international treaties, including the UN Charter.

Last, France, the United States, and other partners ought to learn from the failure to negotiate with AQIM in 2020 and reflect on the benefits generated by negotiations with these groups in 2023. Once Jeffery Woodke and Olivier Dubois, kidnapped U.S. and French citizens respectively, were released by AQIM in late March 2023, it became clear that at least Paris (and perhaps Washington) was willing to negotiate (even indirectly) with Al-Qaida affiliates in Africa.\textsuperscript{48} This dovetails with similar negotiations in Afghanistan between the Taliban and the United States during the later stages of that campaign.\textsuperscript{49} This is an important step forward in acknowledging the role of insurgents as combatants with political objectives rather than simply faceless agents of terrorism. The death of Ayman al-Zawahiri and the “third path” represented by Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) in Idlib...
Syria should be considered opportunities to build on. More than two decades of strategic failures in fighting terrorism should make a good argument in favor of negotiation as a key tool, among others, in any conflict. Taking it off the table is akin to fighting with one hand tied behind the back.
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